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Certification 
 
I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief: 
 
A. The statement of facts contained in this report is true and correct. 
 
B. The reported analysis, opinion, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting 

conditions, and are my personal, impartial, unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions. 
 
C. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no 

personal interest with respect to the parties involved. 
 
D. I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties involved with the 

assignment. 
 
E. My engagement in this assignment is not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results. 
 
F. My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a 

predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, 
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended 
use of this valuation report.  

 
G. My analysis prepared, opinions, and conclusions were developed in this report has been prepared, in 

conformity with the current edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
 
H. I, Matthew G Pearson, mattpearsonaviation.com, have examined the property that is the subject of this report. 
  
I. No one provided significant professional or personal property appraisal assistance to the person signing this 

certification and report. 
 
J. I, Matthew G Pearson, mattpearsonaviation.com, have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other 

capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately 
preceding acceptance of this assignment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matthew G Pearson 
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Client Information 
 
 

Client: Don and Melissa Wirthlin 
Attention: Don 

Phone 1: 520-508-1433 
Phone 2: N/A 
Address: 1153 Sunflower Way, Sierra Vista, Arizona 85635-5531 

Email: donwirthlin@gmail.com 
 
This appraisal report is intended to be used by:  Don or Melissa Wirthlin 
 
This appraisal report is to be held strictly confidential and should not be disseminated to anyone other than the 
intended users without the client’s permission. 
 
The purpose of this valuation report is to form an opinion of the Market Value of the subject aircraft in U.S. 
Dollars for insurance valuation and potential selling purposes.  For the purposes of this aircraft valuation report 
the aircraft is considered to be free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, unless noted within the report. 
 
This aircraft valuation report is intended to be used by the client for the purpose(s) noted. It should not be used 
for any other purpose, nor should it be considered valid after the effective date expressed in the report. 
 
This report is not intended to be an evaluation of the mechanical condition of the aircraft, nor is any of the data 
herein intended to be used for evaluating the mechanical condition of the aircraft.  This appraiser urges the client 
and/or purchaser of this aircraft to engage an FAA licensed A&P mechanic who has knowledge of the aircraft 
make and model to inspect the aircraft for mechanical defects prior to completing the purchase. 
 
 
 

Scope of Work 
 
The scope of work for this assignment included: 
 
A. An on-site review of the subject aircraft identified in the Aircraft Identification Section of this report has been 

made. 
B. An on-site review of the pertinent aircraft logbooks and records has been made. 
C. Determination of Market Value of the subject aircraft. 
D. The appropriate research that included many sources such as aircraft advertised for sale, published value 

information, and the use of proprietary databases. 
E. The preparation of this Valuation Report. 
F. The registered owner of the aircraft was established using the aircraft’s registration and FAA records as 

verification.  It appears that the ownership does not have a bearing on the value of this aircraft.  The 
registered owner is assumed to have full and legal title to the aircraft, and it is further assumed that the 
registered owner has the unconditional power to dispose of the property as it sees fit. 
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Aircraft Identification 
 

Type of Aircraft:  
 

Make:  Cessna 

Model:  310B 

Serial No.:  35561 

Reg. No:  N1113T 

Yr. Mfg.:  1958 

Pressurized Cabin:  no  

 
General Characteristics:  

 
Crew: 1 

Capacity:  4 
Wing Span: 35 ft. 

Height: 10 ft. 6 in. 
Gross Weight: 4,600 lb. 

Empty Weight: 2,850 lb. 
Useful Load: 1,750 lb. 
Max Speed: 191 kts. 

Cruise Speed: 178 kts. 
Stall Speed: 71 kts. 

Range: 640 nm 
Ceiling: 19,500 ft. 

Rate of Climb: 1700 fpm. 
Single Ceiling 7,250 ft. 

SE rate of 
Climb 

380 fpm. 

Takeoff Roll 1,120 ft. 
Over 50’ 1,375 ft. 

 
Landing Roll 1,285 ft. 

Over 50’ 1,710 ft. 
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Aircraft Registration 
 
Aircraft Registered To: Donald K Wirthlin, Melissa C. Wirthlin 
Address: 1153 Sun flower Way 
City, State, Zip: Sierra Vista, Arizona, 85635-5531 
County: Cochise 

 
Date of Registration:01/23/2017 
Registration Expiration Date: -1/31/2023 
 
Location of Registration and Airworthiness Certificates: aircraft overhead above pilot/copilot in a plastic 
pouch for easy access and viewing.  
 
Location of Pilot’s Operating Handbook (POH): aircraft 
 
Location of Weight and Balance, FAA 337 Forms, Equipment List:  
 
Aircraft Records and Documentation: The aircraft has a very organized and extremely detailed record 
keeping system, with specific documentation for every detail of the restoration process.  
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Airframe 
 
Airframe Total Time:  as of 10/22/2020 total time in service is 3,784.7 
Current Hobbs Reading: as of 10/22/2020 is 43.7 hrs. 
 
Time Life Limited Systems:  no 
 
Cycle Life Limited Systems:  no 
 
Logbooks in Aircraft Appear:  Excellent condition, superior organization, 
detailed reports, meticulous record keeping and restoration documentation. 
 
Logbook Count: 3 aircraft logbooks numbered 1,2&3 (the first 2 aircraft logs 
have the original Cessna Logo on them, the 3rd aircraft log is green and labelled 
aircraft log), 2 engine logbooks that are slightly yellowed and are labelled 
Continental Engine and Propeller Log. 
  
Airframe Total Time Detail of Calculation:  The Hobbs meter reading as of 10/22/2021 is 
43.7 hours which is the time keeping device used to determine calculated time for this 
aircraft.  
 
Airframe Condition:  This airframe appears to be in excellent 
condition given that it is 63 years old. The aircraft has not been 
painted for a number of years and this gives a great opportunity to 
evaluate the existing metal for corrosion and damage. 
 
Comments on Visual Examination: The aircraft airframe is clean and damage free, 
with the exception of slight right aileron hangar rash. The skin and lap joints appear 
to be corrosion free with good paint coverage, the bottom left flap has minimal paint, 
the top left cowl has no paint and the front of the engine cowls have not been painted 
yet, however those items will be painted in the near term. There does not appear to be 
any significant issues in terms of dents, dings or visual damage to the aircraft that 
would affect the airworthiness of the aircraft.  
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Aircraft Renovations 
 
Airframe:  This is a sampling of renovation items, all large and small items down to the nut plates have been 
documented in a large 3 ring notebook, that is type written in significant detail. One of the major attractions of 
this aircraft is the extreme attention to mechanical detail. As an example, all the various little lights in the 
passenger cabin work and new rheostats have been installed. It is not within the scope of this report to list all the 
details, however the restoration binder is as thick as a New York phone book. 

                        landing gear seals replaced 

                        trunnion bearings replaced 

                        stripped/repainted new decals 

                        rebuilt Goodyear brakes with new pucks and clips 

                        new tires and innertubes 

                        springs on brake pedals replaced 

                        brake pedals replaced 

                        brake cylinders rebuilt 

                        new hoses to cylinders 

                       gear motor rebuilt 

                       all cables in power quadrat removed, cleaned and lubricated 

                       new digital El A-1 Oat gauge system 

                       all windows removed and replaced with tinted windows 

                       BAS shoulder harness system installed all positions 

                       new Cee Baily one-piece windshield 

                       all bolts in tail removed and replaced/including AD on elevator trim 

                       two new Eagle Fuel Cells for the 15 gallon per side aux fuel bladder 

                       main tanks full bladders were pulled repaired and renovated by Eagle Fuel Cells 

                       SAF-AIR drain Valves on all fuel cells 

                      low time fully functional combustion heater/ meets all AD inspections/less than 30 hours 
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Engines:   installed Plane Power 60-amp alternators 

                       changed AMP meter to new 120-amp meter 

                       installed Sky-Tec starters 

                       rebuilt both pressure carbs 

                       removed all vacuum components 

                       installed remote large oil filters / 100 hours between oil changes and 50 hours filter change 

                       left and right new slick magnetos in 2017 on the right engine 

                       all new exhaust 

                       new engine mounts 

                       prewired for fuel flow system 

                       new propellers and spinners 

                      new Brackett Aero BS-2305 element part#BA2305 for the Bracket BA2110 system 

 

Avionics:  instrument panel reconfigured/ dual radio stack and modern T configuration 

                       starter engaged red LED indicator lights 

                       2 Garmin G5’s, Attitude and Heading Select hooked to the 430W 

                       fresh from factory Garmin GNS430W 

                       Garmin GTX 345 transponder and ADSB in/out unit 

                       4 USB 2.1-volt dual outlets 

                       ring lights on the instruments 
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Maintenance Status 
 
Maintenance Inspection Date: Current (extensive annual inspection) 
 
Known Airframe Maintenance Issues:  none 
 
Estimated Cost to Repair:  none 
 
Time Life Limited Systems:  none 
 
Cycle Life Limited Systems:  none 
 
Transponder/Encoder Recertification Date: Current 
 
Aircraft main batteries: 2 gill 12 volt installed on 09/30/2017 
 
ELT Battery Due Date:  Current 
 
Service Bulletin Status:  Most service bulletins would appear to be complied with. 
 
AD's Complied With:  All AD’s are complied with. 
 
Estimated Cost for AD's Compliance:  none 
 
Anti-Skid:  no 
 
Tires Condition:  new 2017 
 
Gear Condition:  excellent 
 
Comments:  The logbooks reviewed were very detailed in describing maintenance work performed and the 
renovation work that has been accomplished. It would appear that this aircraft has been looked at very extensively 
and for sure has had more scrutiny than the average aircraft. 
 
 
 

Damage History 
 

Historical Damage: (yes) The current owner said that the aircraft had a gear up incident on a sod runway at some 

point in the aircraft history and was repaired, the logs concerning this were not retrieved to review as this should 

have no impact on the valuation of this aircraft, given the restoration process that the aircraft has been given. 

Current Damage:  no 

Estimated Cost to Repair:  n/a 
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Paint and Interior 
 
Exterior Paint Condition:  The paint coverage appears to be very good; it still has some sheen, is serviceable and 
does not detract from the aircraft. The aircraft can be flown as is for a long time, however it is also the perfect 
canvas to do your own specialty paint scheme. 
 
Repaint Date:  Both engine nacelles were stripped and repainted in 2017 
 
Repainted By:  Unknown 
 
Paint Comments:  no additional comments 
 
Interior Condition:  The interior upholstery (new condition) was stored during the restoration period and appears 
to be in very good condition. As the aircraft was being reviewed the final details were being fitted in the interior, 
new plastic, custom upholstery treatments and final detailing. 
 
Cabin Configuration:  4 seats 
 
Toilet (Y/N):  no 
 
Cabinetry (Y/N):  no 
 
Window Condition:  Excellent, all windows replaced in 2017 including the front window which was converted 
to a one-piece window 
 
Interior Comments:  The interior has a very good appearance, the fabric, upholstery and headliners are in very 
good condition, the plastic trim pieces are for the most part new. The overall appeal of the interior components 
and the forward instrument panel clearly give the feeling of a much newer modern Cessna 310. 
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Engine(s) 
Left Engine 

Manufacturer:  Continental 

Model:  0-470-M 

Engine Type:  piston 

Engine Serial No.:  53189-1-M-R 

Engine Total Time:  3,784.7  

Time Since Major Overhaul: 331.5 

Date Since Major Overhaul: 01/18/1979   

Engine Overhauled By:  The entry that indicates the engine overhaul doesn’t 

clearly show who overhauled the engine, a signature and stamp shows a Michael 

Jones with his signature indicating a sign off of a 100hour inspection with a “0” 

since major overall. 

Recommended TBO: 1500 hours  

Engine Fire Detection:  no 

Engine Fire Bottles:  no 

Thrust Reversers:  no 

Known Engine Issues:  none 
 
Engine Comments:  The engine was overhauled in 1979, this aircraft went into a storage/rehab process on 
September 1, 1993 by the previous aircraft owner who was an A&P mechanic. The engines were preserved and 
rotated bringing the oil pressure to 60psi for a minute every 60 to 90 days. Also, the aircraft was located in dry 
Arizona this entire time. When this aircraft was purchased by the current owner, the engines were bore scoped and 
inspected prior to flight.  Subsequent log entries have indicated very strong compressions and no maintenance 
issues. Log entries also indicate that oil analysis has been at oil change periods. One should review Continental 
Motors Service Information Letter, SIL 98-9C which speaks to engine calendar time between overhauls. 
 
Estimated Cost to Repair:  none 

 
Left Propeller 

Propeller Type: constant speed 

Serial No.:  7454B 

Make:  Hartzell 

Model:  HC-C2YF-2CUF/FC8468-3 

No. Blades:  2 

TSO/New:  43.7 

Date: These are new propellers. The date this propeller were new needs verified. 

Propeller Comments:  none 
Estimated Cost to Repair:  none 
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Right Engine 
 
Manufacturer:  Continental 

Model: 0-470-M 

 

Engine Type:  piston 

Engine Serial No.:  53017-8-M-R 

Engine Total Time:  1603.45 

Date Since Major Overhaul: 01/18/1979 

Time Since Major Overhaul:  331.5 

 

Engine Overhauled By:  The entry that indicates the engine overhaul doesn’t 

clearly show who overhauled the engine, a signature and stamp shows a Michael 

Jones with his signature indicating a sign off of a 100hour inspection with a “0” 

since major overall. 

Recommended TBO:  1,500 

Engine Fire Detection:  no 

Engine Fire Bottles:  no 

Thrust Reversers:  no 

Known Engine Issues:  none 
 
 
Engine Comments:  The engine was overhauled in 1979, this aircraft went into a storage/rehab process on 
September 1, 1993 by the previous aircraft owner who was an A&P mechanic. The engines were preserved and 
rotated bringing the oil pressure to 60 for a minute every 60 to 90 days. Also, the aircraft was located in dry 
Arizona this entire time. When this aircraft was purchased by the current owner, the engines were bore scoped and 
inspected prior to flight. Subsequent log entries have indicated very strong compressions and no maintenance 
issues. Log entries also indicate that oil analysis has been at oil change periods. One should review Continental 
Motors Service Information Letter, SIL 98-9C which speaks to engine calendar time between overhauls. 
 
Estimated Cost to Repair:  none 
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Right Propeller 
 
Propeller Type:  constant speed 

Serial No.:  AN7455B 

Make:  Hartzell 

Model:  HC-C2YF-2CUF/FC8468-3 

TSO/New:  43.7 hours 

Date O/H:  These are new propellers. The date this propeller was new needs verified. 

Propeller Comments:  none 
 
 
Estimated Cost to Repair:  none 
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Instrumentation 
 
Panel Configuration:  basic T pane 
l  
IFR Equipped:  yes 
 
EFIS Equipped:  partial 
 
Panel Condition:  excellent 
 
Estimated Cost to Repair:  zero 
 
Comments:  The instrument panel and wiring has had an extensive overhaul; the panel has been redone to a 
modern look with a center stack radio system. All instruments have ring internal lights. All circuit breakers, 
rheostats and switches have been overhauled. 
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Avionics 
 

QTY TYPE MANUFACTURER MODEL  
1 Audio panel (2017) Garmin GMA340 1,350.00 
1 GPS (2017) Garmin refurbished  GNS430W (IFR) 4,367 
1 VOR Indicator (2017) King  KI-206 695 
1 Com/Nav King  KX 155A 2,100 
     
1 Transponder/ ADSB 

(2017) 
Garmin GTX-345 4,500 

2 GPS antennas (2017) Garmin GA-35GPS 600 
2 Com antennas (2017) Dorne  #DM C63-1/A 600 
1 ELT (2017) Artex ELT 345 406 325 
1 OAT Gauge (2018) EIA-1 Digital 350 
1 Vertical 

Compass(elec)(2018) 
PAI-700-28Volt Electric Compass 345 

1 EIFP Fuel Flow 
Differential (2018) 

FFDM FFDM-1-FT60 335 

1 Fuel Flow Indicators 
(2018) 

Shadin Digiflow 910522P 910 

1  Digital Clock (2018) Davtron M800-7 28 volt 190 
1  EFIS Directional Gyro Garmin G5 2,250 
1 EFFIS Horizon Garmin G5 2,250 
     
1 New Instrument Panel   5,000 
 Installation of Radios   8,500 
 New    
     
     
     

Avionics Package Value: $34,667 
 
The avionics installed in this aircraft are considered to be ABOVE AVERAGE when compared to other 
aircraft of the same make, model, and year. 
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Fuel System 
 

Type of Fuel:  avgas 

How many Fuel Tanks:  4 tanks 

Condition of Fuel Tanks:  excellent 

Single Point Refuel:  no 

Standard Fuel Ports:  no 

Long Range Fuel:  no 

Standard Range Fuel:  yes 

Total Fuel Capacity: (2) 51-gallon main tanks (tip) and (2) (15gallon aux tanks)  TOTAL 132 gallons 

 

Comments:  none 

De-Icing System 
 
Prop De-Ice:  none 

Installation Date: n/a  
Alcohol/Condition:  n/a 
Electric/Condition:  n/a 

 
Boots: none 

Wing, Stabilizer, Vertical Fin Boots:  n/a 
Boots Condition:  n/a 
Installation Date:  n/a 

 
TKS Installation:  none 

Installation Date:  n/a 
Condition:  n/a 

 
Hot Wings:  none 

Condition:  n/a 
 

Windshield De-Ice: none 
Installation Date:  n/a 
Electric:  n/a 

Condition:  n/a 
Alcohol:  none 

Condition:  n/a 
Hot Air:  none 

Condition:  n/a 
 
Windshield Wipers:  none 

Ice Lights:  none 

Pitot Heat:  yes 
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Additional Equipment 
 

Single/Dual Controls:  dual 

Stall Warning System:  yes 

Rotating Beacon:  yes 

Strobe Light:  yes 

Taxi Lights:  yes 

Navigation Lights:  yes 

Landing Lights:  yes 

Optional and Other Equipment: none 
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Aircraft Appraiser’s Comments 
 
This 1958 Cessna 310B, N1113T went into a storage/renovation status on September 1, 1993. The owner and 
A&P mechanic started a long renovation process on this aircraft as a personal project, therefore time was not a 
factor in the completion process. The aircraft airframe and engines were properly stored and cared for during this 
process and the aircraft was keep hangered in Arizona. 
 
Most Cessna 310 aircraft of this vintage, (over 60 years old) have undergone considerable maintenance to keep 
them flying and that maintenance can be either to just keep the aircraft flying or perhaps a plan that leads to an 
eventual renovation of the entire aircraft. It is quite rare to find this old of an aircraft in outstanding vintage 
condition as many changes and aviation updates have upgraded the aircraft but has allowed for a vintage 
appearance. It is also rare to find this old of a Cessna 310 with a low time airframe. 
 
N1113T, has had modern updates particularly in the avionics, which on this aircraft would be considered well 
above average, this aircraft also has a very low airframe flight hours, perhaps the lowest in the current market. 
This low time airframe and the fact that his aircraft has spent the majority of its time in the dry Arizona climate 
where corrosion is unlikely to occur makes it in itself a very desirable aircraft. 
 
N1113T, has undergone a very meticulous and time involved process of renovation since 1993. The new owner 
has continued that process to the finish and now has a very airworthy and mechanically sound vintage aircraft. 
The aircraft is not only sound but has been updated just enough not to disturb its vintage presence but enough to 
fit into the modern flying world that we live in. 
 
To determine value on this type of aircraft can prove to be difficult as there are not many comparable aircraft to 
consider. This balanced with the fact that this aircraft is a vintage with a serial number that is only a few numbers 
away from the original SKYKING C310 (for those that remember that program of the 60/70s) this fact will place 
it in even another category of desirability.   
 
The demand for this type of aircraft at a premium price point will be limited but buyers do exist. Another major 
point of consideration is that it is difficult to buy this same model Cessna 310 and do the same amount of work 
that this one has undergone and stay within a reasonable price point. The fact is that even with this current report 
valuation, the total amount of labor that has gone into such a project isn’t even capturing ½ the total labor costs, if 
one had to pay the going aviation mechanic labor rate for the restoration. 
 
The last point that needs to be made is that the aircraft presently has a paint job rated at as adequate and on a 1 to 
10 scale would be a 5-6, even though it will shine up and show better. The owner has purposely not put a new 
paint job on the aircraft because of the tremendous price point differences in paint applications. Truly, for the new 
buyer this aircraft has a starting point that is much more desirable to put on whatever paint job is desired at 
whatever expense level. This aircraft has been gone through with a fine-tooth comb and from a mechanics view is 
in upgraded flying condition and worthy of a specialty paint job. 
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Definitions 
 
Base Airframe Value (as used in this report) 
 
A credible value of the basic airframe with considered on an aircraft being traded in the retail aircraft market 
whole and in an airworthy condition or with airworthiness issues that are specified and considered with regards 
to their effect on value.  On some aircraft the Base Airframe Value may be a negative number which signifies 
that the airframe has less value than the logical sum of its major components. 
 
The information contained in this report is private, confidential, and may be protected by attorney/client/work-
product privilege.  It is intended only for the use of the individual named above and the privileges are not waived 
by virtue of this having been sent by mail.  If the person actually receiving this report or any other reader of the 
report is not the named recipient or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the named recipient, any 
use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of the communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received 
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by return e-mail and/or telephone and then destroy this 
original report. 
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Appraisal Computation 
 
 

Average Base Airframe Value:  22,500 
Add for Airframe Condition  1,200 

Add for Airframe Low Total Time  2,900 
Add for Annual and Mandatory Inspection   

Add for Exterior Paint Value    
Add for Interior Value  7,700 

Add for Prime Aircraft Value    

Add for Airframe Renovations   14,300 
Add for Left Engine/Accessory Renovation Value  11,713.78 

Add for Right Engine Residual Value  11,713.78 
Add for Left Propeller Residual Value  8,100 

Add for Right Propeller Residual Value  8,100 
Add for Time-Limited Components    

Add for Avionics Value   34,667 
Add for De-Ice Systems Value    

Add for Additional Equipment/Panel Upgrade  7,150 

Total Additions: 130,044.56 
Deduct for Airframe Condition   

Deduct for Airframe High Total Time   

Deduct for Damage History   
Deduct for Airframe/Engine Maintenance Items   

Deduct for Exterior Paint Value  -5,000 
Deduct for Interior Value   

Deduct for AD Compliance and Cost   
Deduct for Estimated Cost to Repair Avionics   

Deduct for Non-Inspection   

Total Deductions: 0 

VALUATION TOTALs for Aircraft: $125,044.56 
 
 

CURRENT MARKET VALUE $125,044.56 
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Comparable Aircraft Research 
Barnstormers.com 2019-2020 
 
1959 310C, $90,000, classified ad indicates excellent condition, St. Paul, Minnesota 612-840-1717 (not restored) 
 
1957 310D, unknown, project for sale, 6,992 hours, Midlothian, Tx 214-906-9800 (not restored) 
0 
1057 310D, $49,700, very clean, 5600 hours, high time engines, nice paint, older radios, Hemet, California 760-
421-6731(not restored) 
 
Barnstormers.com (October 2021) 
 
1958 310B, $72,500, 3,698 total time, left 1,052hours/1,202 right hours on engines since major overhaul, old 
radios, not restored, Benjamin Compass, Fountain Run, Ky, 270-646-6830 
 
1959 310C, $55,000, 2,500 total time, left 1,514hours/1514 right hours on engines since major overhaul, old 
radios, not restored, Fred Austin, Reno Nevada, 360-477-3100 (this aircraft needs to new engines at the cost of 
60K). 
 
 
Trade-a-plane.com 2019 
 
1959 C310D, $90,000, really nice, 4,740 hours, mid-time engines, recent prop overhauls, old radios and panel, 
Blaine, Minnesota 651-600-5946 (not restored) 
 
Trade-a-plane.com (October 2021) 
 
This may be the best current market comp. 
 
1957 C310B, $139,000, basic restoration, 4,390 total time, left 441hours/1652right hours one engines since major 
overhaul, autopilot, ASPEN EFIS, other radios similar to subject aircraft, underwing exhaust modification, new 
paint and interior. (this aircraft will need at least 30K into the major overhaul of the right engine. Arroyo Grande, 
CA. 805-574-0508 
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Disclaimer 
 
The information herein has been prepared from many sources and believed to be correct. Matthew G Pearson, 
mattpearsonaviation, does not warrant the accuracy of the source material. 
 
An on-site aircraft inspection was conducted.  
 
The appraiser hereby certifies that he has no personal interest in the aircraft identified in this appraisal or any bias 
toward any of the parties who may be involved in the resulting transaction coincident to this report.  The 
appraiser's fee is not contingent upon a predetermined value being reported or a percentage of the value being 
reported. 
 
All values expressed in this report are in U.S. Dollars unless otherwise stated. 
 
The effective date of this report is October 25, 2021.  The value expressed in this report is valid only on the 
effective date of this report.  The report was written on October 25, 2021. 
 
This valuation report may be used for the stated purpose exclusively and only in its entirety.  Valuation 
procedures, research methodology, market selection, and the resulting value conclusions can vary with the 
various purposes and functions of appraisal assignments. Therefore, this report, the markets selected, and the 
value conclusions are intended solely for the stated purpose and function. They are invalid for any other purpose 
or function. 
 
In the event of error or omission, the liability of Matthew G Pearson, mattpearsonaviation, if any, is limited and 
may not, in any event, exceed the amount paid for the valuation.  Further, Matthew G Pearson, 
mattpearsonaviation, accepts no responsibility for usage of this form unless signed by an officer of the company.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Matthew G Pearson, SA/senior appraiser 
 
 
 
 
 


